The idea behind the negotiation, journalists felt, was for 'a new deal with Europe' however, was that the speech was sufficiently nuanced to require less in the way of 'soundbite' analysis. This section analyses press coverage of the speech in three parts: how journalists dealt with the speech itself; domestic reaction; and international reaction.
To begin, let us review the contours in the coverage of the address itself. In general the newspapers did not quote lengthy passages of the speech or reproduce it in its entirety.
However, there were some interesting patterns in the soundbites and other passages used by journalists to convey the 'essence' of the speech to readers below the headline that the prime minister had pledged an in/out referendum. First, it was observed that Cameron wanted 'to transform the terms of Britain's membership of the EU by calling for the UK to be exempted from its founding principle: the creation of ever closer union' (Watt 2013b). Cameron's 'rejection' of the touchstone sentiment of the Treaty of Rome was quoted most approvingly in Conservative Eurosceptic newspapers such as The Mail which saw the speech as 'an historic ultimatum to Brussels' -hand back 'key powers' or Britain will head for 'the exit door' (Chorley 2013a; see also Allen 2013). Second, there was some attention to Cameron's 'five principles' for a reformed EU (Hall 2013b; Watson and Savage 2013). Third, there was a strong press focus on Cameron's mention of Britain as an 'island nation' -'bang within' the faulty tradition of UK exceptionalism, noted novelist Marina Lewycka in the Independent (2013). Taken in isolation Cameron's 'island' reference was reported as a defence of 'British scepticism towards the EU' (Hall 2013b). Put in context, however, newspapers more sympathetic to the EU pointed out that Cameron actually said 'ours is not just an island story -it is also a continental story'. Thus, argued The Guardian leader, 'the PM went out of his way to avoid pull-up-the-drawbridge-at-Dover slogans' (Guardian 2013; see also Ackrill
